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Personal Statement
As I venture through an expanding digital age of growing technological advancements,
I aim to seek more knowledge and understanding of the future ahead through Creative
Design and Web Development so that I can become an expert in the work I have a
passion for.

Skills and Competencies
Web Skills
-

10 years experience with Frontend technologies
Advanced knowledge in HTML5 and CSS3 coding standards
Extensive experience in the use of preprocessing languages such as LESS & SASS/SCSS
Expert in responsive design, mobile optimisation and cross-browser
compatibility standards
Expert knowledge in the Bootstrap (4) CSS framework
Advanced knowledge in version control systems such as GIT
Sufficent experience in using Javascript libraries such as jQuery
Progressive knowledge in PHP development in object-oriented platforms
Wireframing, prototyping and creation of mockups/concepts
Experience in issue tracking applications such as JIRA
Progressing knowledge in NodeJS
Firm knowledge of the best practices in Web Accessibility and User Experience
Advanced knowledge in the use of LMS’s such as Moodle, Totara & Mahara
Excellent knowledge of the WordPress CMS

Design/Print Skills
-

10 Years solid experience using Adobe Creative Suite. Specifically Photoshop,
Illustrator and InDesign
Knowledge of the funtamentals of Design, Typography and Color theory
Extensive knowledge & experience in designing artwork ready for print

Experience
UX Developer
Synergy Learning (May 2016 - Present)

-

Core member of the UX team in building & maintaining plugins & themes for a large
number of global web-based learning management systems & content authoring tools
Work closely with the Operations team to deliver projects that are visually/functionally
of the highest quality
Delivered onsite Discovery/UX workshops for clients
Mentoring of colleagues on best practices and providing user focused solutions
Creation & maintainence of product/project level specifications and documentation
Evaluated and tested UX focused tools to integrate into current systems
Contributed to building product level roadmaps and strategies
Core contributor in providing accurate project estimations for the UX team

Graphic Designer / Web Developer
XINKED Print & Design (October 2012 - April 2016)

Worked in partnership with XINKED as the leading Graphic Designer and Web Developer
for all clients associated with the company. Also excelled in a key sales and marketing role
that helped expand the recognition of the company and develop solid connections with
well known companies from around the UK.

Graphic Designer
BangBang Print (August 2011 - October 2012)

Contracted with BangBang PR & Print to take a key role in producing many brand
identities, designing print material, sales & marketing for start-up businesses across the
UK & Ireland.

Freelance
September 2008 - Present

Undertaking small projects outside of commercial & contracted work helps me to develop
new creative solutions and enhance my ability to provide a better end product for my
clients. I currently provide freelance work for Graphic Design, Web Development, IT,
Videography, Photography & Print
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